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a b s t r a c t
A relationship between microstructural steel features and an outcome of the Barkhausen noise (BN) measurement was studied. Two different microstructures, martensite and pearlite-ferrite were used. Commonly, BN is linked directly to the sample hardness. A BN outcome from both martensite and pearliteferrite was, however, similar even though martensite has three times higher hardness. To reveal the connection between microstructural features and BN, a typical industrial BN measurement was mimicked by
in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Martensite needed higher ﬁeld strength to move domain
walls (DWs) than pearlite-ferrite. In martensite, DWs gathered to areas with high dislocation density.
Fe3 C lamellae in pearlite were strong pinning sites. DWs perpendicular and parallel to martensite laths
started to move with the same ﬁeld strength value. In pearlite, DWs perpendicular to lamellae started to
move before the parallel ones. The RMS envelope of ferrite-pearlite starts earlier than that of martensite
due to soft ferrite. Magnetically harder pearlite probably caused “a tail” and the envelope ends almost at
the same time with martensite. . Nevertheless, similar peak width values were found for both samples.
Martensite and pearlite have a lot of strong pinning sites, dislocations and Fe3 C, respectively. Fe3 C density is not as high as dislocation density. Ferrite has strong pinning sites only at low incidence, but as
known, huge BN information volume compared to martensite and pearlite. This resulted in the similar
pulse count from martensite and ferrite-pearlite.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

1. Introduction
An automated magnetic Barkhausen noise (BN) analysis is an
important non-destructive testing (NDT) method in industry. The
analysis involves the measurement of the BN signal induced in
ferromagnetic material by an applied magnetic ﬁeld. BN is generated from the motion of magnetic domain walls within a sample in the time-varying magnetic ﬁeld. Microstructural features inhibit the movements of the domain walls leading to discontinuous
changes in the magnetization, i.e. the BN signal.
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In ferromagnetic materials, a magnetic domain structure is a
sub-structure of the grain structure and is linked to the microstructure when the sample is in the external magnetic ﬁeld. The
generation of the magnetic domain morphology follows the principle of minimizing the energy of the structure. The domain formation in material is a complex process involving various minimization and counterbalance processes of different types of energies: a
magnetostatic energy and exchange and magnetocrystalline energies linked to a domain wall energy [1]. Usually, the multidomain
formation is preferred to minimize the energy but the subdivision
to the smaller and smaller domains is also limited by the energy
balance. In addition, the magnetostriction phenomenon and the
sample material inhomogeneities (inclusions, precipitations, crystal
boundaries, internal stresses etc.) have an inﬂuence on the domain
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size and structure. This energy minimization holds for the domain width and domain wall pinning to inclusions or voids as well
[2]. For example, Beale et al. [3] reported that the domain structure formed a regular structure between the laths with splitting
to 90° walls near interfaces in the martensitic structure. Whereas,
the pearlitic structure contained domains parallel to the cementite
lamellae [3].
In the actual BN measurement with the varying, applied magnetic ﬁeld, domain walls move back and forth: domains with the
orientation closest to the ﬁeld, grow at the expense of domains
with different orientation. In the increasing ﬁeld, all domains become parallel to the ﬁeld (a single domain) at a certain saturation
point. When the ﬁeld goes back to zero, domains do not go to their
original state (residual magnetism). The microstructural details and
stress will have their own effect on the domain wall movements.
The motion is hindered by the microstructural features, referred
as pinning sites such as grain boundaries, voids, precipitates, and
areas of high dislocation density [4]. Whereas, it is stated that
applied or residual stresses have inﬂuence on the domain ordering/alignment in the sample [2]. Thus, the BN signal is very sensitive to the sample microstructure and stresses. Quite commonly,
BN is linked directly to the sample hardness, e.g. [5,6]. This seems
to be valid in the simple cases with known microstructural state,
but general drawback of the BN method is that the interpretation of the results is challenging because of the complexity of the
method itself and the outcome signals. Even if the sample hardness and/or stress is typically related to the BN outcome, their relationship is not fully understood, and contradictory BN results exist
(e.g. [7] for stress dependence) due to certain particular exceptions
coming from the magnetic behavior.
Typically, industrial BN applications are using only one BN outcome parameter such as the plain root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude and due to this, misleading conclusions might be produced
because many variables are affecting the outcome RMS. Aranas
et al. [8] tried to ﬁnd and separate the effect of microstructure,
texture, and stress (applied or residual) from the BN signal. To
highlight the complexity of the BN signal origins, they found that
differences in the magnetic anisotropy (caused by stress and/or
crystallographic texture) give different BN signals from the same
material. In the literature, conﬂicting BN results, especially for
pearlitic structures, are presented [4,9]. Nevertheless, many scientiﬁc articles have proved the capability of the BN method to evaluate microstructural features/variations, e.g. [10,11], however, the
domain wall structure and movement veriﬁcation of the hypotheses behind the assumptions have not been veriﬁed in all cases, e.g.
[12]. As already pointed out, the magnetic response of steel is complex: different interactions and non-linear behavior, hysteresis behavior, and even the response to stress is not linear in all cases as
shown in e.g. [7,13]. Some of the complexity comes from the fact
that the magnetostriction coeﬃcient is dependent both on the applied stress condition as well as the applied magnetic ﬁeld (during
the measurement) [1].
Generated domain structure according to the sample microstructure, stress state, and the strength and amount of the pinning sites determine the behavior of the domain walls and thus the
detected BN outcome. This is the basis of how magnetic methods
are used to characterize microstructures. However, pinning effects
of various microstructural features are complicated. Franco et al.
[9] pointed out that domain walls are three-dimensional. Therefore, certain defects may pin dislocations but not domain walls and
other defects may pin both of them [9]. Therefore, all microstructural features have not the same inﬂuence on the domain wall motion and the obstacles can have different pinning strengths. Various
estimations of pinning types and their effects have been gathered
to Table 1. Cullity and Graham [1] pointed out that the greatest
inﬂuence of pinning sites on the magnetic properties is when the

pinning sites are non-magnetic or their size is similar to the domain wall thickness. It is well known that grain boundaries are
effective pinning sites as the crystallographic orientation changes
between the grains [4]. According to Jiles [14], one common pinning site is dislocations which are microscopic inhomogeneous volumes of material. In addition, the pinning of the domain walls by
dislocations is signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the dislocation density
and the critical value of pinning force per their unit length. Moreover, the morphology of the obstacle can also inﬂuence the pinning
strength (globular vs. lamellar) via the coercivity [4]. For example,
Byeon and Kwon [15] noticed that lamellar cementite pins the domain walls more strongly than globular cementite. In addition, in
the case of pearlite with alternating ferrite and cementite lamellae,
these lamellae, i.e. phase boundaries, are known to harden material in a magnetic way [16]. Beale et al. [3] also noticed that the
ferrite-pearlite boundaries are effective pinning sites.
Magnetic domains can be detected with various observation
systems such as Bitter method, magnetic force microscopy (MFM),
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with Lorentz mode
[18]. Generally, a standard objective lens (OL) of TEMs generates
a strong magnetic ﬁeld (∼2 T) saturating the magnetization of the
sample [10,19–22]. In the Lorentz mode, the OL is turned off and
a Lorentz lens, far from the sample, is used for imaging causing
only a low magnetic ﬁeld on the TEM sample enabling the imaging
of the domain walls [20]. The Lorentz force deﬂects the electron
beam travelling through the sample producing contrast to TEM
images between the magnetic domains [21,23,24]. The OL can be
used to generate a vertical magnetic ﬁeld and its strength can be
adjusted by controlling the excitation of the OL and the Lorentz
lens can be used for imaging [23,25].
The fact is that a better understanding on how various factors inﬂuence on the BN outcome signal is needed. In our earlier study [26], we noticed that RMS values from the martensite
and pearlite-ferrite samples were similar even though their microstructure is dissimilar, and martensite has three times higher
hardness compared to pearlite-ferrite. In this study, to make the
connection between microstructural features and BN clearer, the
actual, typical industrial BN measurement was mimicked, and the
domain wall motion was visualized in the TEM for martensite and
pearlite-ferrite samples. Via combining the microstructural characterization and visualization of the domain wall motion with the
RMS envelope measured from the same microstructures, we found
microstructural features affecting the BN peak position, width, and
height. Thus, fundamental understanding on how the microstructural features are manifested in the properties of the BN outcome
signal was achieved. This deep knowledge on the microstructural
correlations to the BN signal opens up new possibilities to utilize
the BN method in novel industrial quality control applications.
2. Experimental
2.1. Material
Material used was industrially relevant low-alloyed steel CF53.
It is widely used e.g. in the power transmission component industry and we have used this material in our previous studies. Jominy
end-quench samples were prepared from CF53 according to the
standard ISO 642. The total length of the sample was 100 mm
and diameter 25 mm. The Jominy end-quench test consists of an
austenitizing treatment at 920 °C with 55 min hold time followed
by a water quenching to the other end of the sample. The heat
treatment was carried out in a chamber furnace in normal atmosphere (air) with a carbon bed where the sample was covered
with carbon powder to avoid decarburization. The sample surface
was cleaned with citric acid bath before BN measurements. Different cooling rates within the sample produce various microstruc2
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Table 1
Pinning site types and their effects on the domain wall motion.
Pinning site type

Effect on domain wall

Refs.

Non-magnetic pinning sites
Fe3 C considered as non-magnetic pinning sites
Pinning site’s size similar to domain wall thickness
Dislocations as microscopic inhomogeneous volumes of material
Pinning site orientation (Fe3 C lamellae parallel to domain wall)
Grain boundaries where crystallographic orientation changes
Domain wall bending by pinning sites

"Most effect to pinning"
"Strong effect"
"Strong effect"
“Weak/strong depending on dislocation density”
"Strongly pinned"
"Effective"
"Strong pinning"

[1,17]
[4]
[1]
[14]
[3,4]
[4]
[14]

tural regions. These regions were determined, and one sample
of the pure martensitic structure (the quench end) and ferriticpearlitic structure (from 65 mm of the quench end) were chosen
for the studies. Ferrite-pearlite consisted about 57% of the ferrite
phase based on the ImageJ software image acquisition captured
from scanning electron microscope (SEM) images. The cooling rate
of the quench end containing martensite is referred as 500 °C/s
whereas in the ferrite-pearlite end (65 mm from quench end)
about 2 °C/s [27]. A hardness tester (M4C-250, EMCO-TEST, Austria) was used to measure surface hardness values with Rockwell
C (HRC) for the ground areas of the martensite and pearlite-ferrite
samples.

condition, was used: underfocused and overfocused images reveal
domain walls (180°) as white or black lines.
2.3. Barkhausen noise measurements
BN measurements were carried out with a BN analyzer
(Rollscan 350, Stresstech Oy, Finland). A commercial curved sensor
(S5857) to ﬁt the sample surface was used with 5 peak-to-peak
voltage (vpp) and 125 Hz measurement frequency. Measurement
sampling frequency was 2.5 MHz. The measurement direction was
tangential to the Jominy sample. The measurements were collected
from four different measurement lines around the Jominy sample. All measurements of both microstructures were taken from
the unpolished surface so that there was no effect on the grinding, i.e. mechanically induced stresses. The detailed description of
the measurements can be found from [26]. MicroScan software
(Stresstech Oy, Finland) was used to capture and calculate the BN
features. The features root-mean-square (RMS), peak position, and
full width at half maximum (FWHM) were taken into analysis directly from the MicroScan software. Pulse count was determined
from the raw signal as averaged pulse count per burst (averaged
over 33 bursts, using for each experiment a threshold value of
three times the standard deviation of the signal in the region of
the minimum signal amplitude in between the bursts).
The BN measurement itself is two-parted: ﬁrst, to apply the
electromagnetic ﬁeld and then, to pick-up the BN signals with another coil. The electromagnetic ﬁeld produced by the magnetizing
yoke of the BN sensor will decay exponentially due to eddy current damping into the depth direction to the surface. Several material and measurement parameters are affecting the electromagnetic skin depth δ . In the simplest case, it can be estimated with
the equation: δ = √ 1
, where f is frequency, σ is conductiv-

2.2. Micro- and domain structure
Microstructures of the martensite and pearlite-ferrite samples
were studied by SEM (XL30, Philips, The Netherlands), by a ﬁeldemission SEM (FESEM, Ultraplus, Carl Zeiss AG, Germany) equipped
with an electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) system (Symmetry,
Oxford Instruments, UK), and by a transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-F200, Jeol, Japan). SEM samples were prepared by
a traditional metallographic method by grinding with 320- 40 0 0
SiC papers and then by polishing with a 3 μm diamond suspension followed by etching with 4% Nital. FESEM-EBSD samples were
prepared by grinding with 320–20 0 0 SiC papers and then by polishing with 3 μm and 1 μm diamond suspensions. A ﬁnal polishing was done with a colloidal silica polishing liquid. TEM samples
were prepared by a standard way: machining 3 mm diameter discs
(thickness < 100 μm) and then electropolishing (TenuPol, Struers,
Denmark) the discs until perforation using a solution (-50 °C) of
nitric acid in methanol (1:2).
A crystallographic information from the martensite and
pearlite-ferrite samples was collected by the EBSD system also enabling a transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD) analysis using the
TEM samples. The EBSD detector includes also forescatter diodes
(FSD) giving images with an orientation contrast. In the EBSD measurements, the acceleration voltage of 15 kV and the step size of
0.1 μm were used. In the TKD analysis, the acceleration voltage of
30 kV and the step size of 0.015 μm were used. The EBSD and TKD
data was collected by the AZtec software and processed using the
CHANNEL5 software (both from Oxford Instruments, UK). In the
EBSD and TKD results, a band contrast (BC) map shows the quality of the Kikuchi diffraction pattern for each measurement pixel:
bright means that the pattern quality is good, and it can be indexed, and black signiﬁes that the pattern quality is poor. The colors in the inverse pole ﬁgure (IPF) maps (z direction) correspond
to the crystallographic orientations as indicated by a colored stereographic triangle. To determine dislocation information from the
EBSD data, local misorientation maps were created. Strain (dislocations) causes the curvature of the crystal lattice resulting in local
misorientations.
Domain walls in the samples were studied by TEM using an objective mini-lens instead of the standard OL to minimize the magnetic ﬁeld in the sample area. The Fresnel mode, i.e. a defocused

π f σ μo μr

ity, μo is the permeability of vacuum, and μr is the relative permeability of the material [2]. For example, Moorthy et al. [28] discussed that sensor properties such as distance between the magnetizing pole pieces and sensitivity of the coils affect the BN measurement depth. Thus, the exact information depth calculation is
challenging. Based on the studies by Moorthy et al., the measuring depth is approximately between 150 and 20 μm depending
on the analysing frequency range of 20−10 0 0 kHz [29]. Recently,
Stupakov et al. [30,31] studied the reading depth of BN with different microstructures: martensite [30] and pure ferrite together
with ferrite-pearlite [31]. In the case of hard materials with ﬁne
structure (martensite and pearlite), they noticed that with a classical sample-wrapping coils the reading depth was ∼200 μm as expected. However, with industrial surface-mounted coils the depth
was only ∼50 μm. In the case of ferrite, the depth was ∼200 μm
with both type coils [30,31].
2.4. Visualization of BN measurement by in-situ TEM
The BN measurement was mimicked, and the domain wall motion was visualized by in-situ TEM. Domain walls were imaged by
using the objective mini-lens and the standard OL was used as a
3
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vertical source of the applied magnetic ﬁeld. By controlling the excitation of the OL, the strength of the applied ﬁeld was varied. The
ﬁeld strength was increased up to ∼0.4 T as in the actual BN measurements and several magnetization loops were carried out. Presented magnetic ﬁeld strength values are only rough estimations
determined by supposing that the maximum excitation of the OL
generates the ﬁeld strength of ∼2 T [19–22,25] and by assuming
no hysteresis and linear response of the OL [19,25]. In this work,
the idea was to compare two different microstructures and they
were studied in the same way and thus, absolute magnetic ﬁeld
strength values were not so important. However, the idea in the
in-situ TEM studies was similar to the actual BN measurements:
the ﬁeld strength was varied from ∼0 T to above the saturation
point and several magnetization loops were carried out. TEM images (Lorentz mode, underfocus) were recorded and constructed to
videos. As the relative position of the object changes during acquisition, the recorded TEM images are inherently misaligned. Therefore, before the video construction, the TEM images were ﬁrst automatically co-registered with the iterative multiscale method [32],
and then histogram-equalized and gamma-corrected for a better
comparative visualization. In this particular application of [32], the
co-registration used as reference the temporal median of a contiguous subset of images, which is progressively extended as further images get registered; an additional weighting based on the
structural features in the image was also included in the algorithm
to make the co-registration more robust with respect to the significant content and contrast differences between images.

and perpendicular to ferrite and cementite lamellae in the pearlite
colonies and a domain size varies. In the pearlite colonies, also
very small domains were observed as in the martensite sample.
The domain size in the ferrite grains was large.
3.2. BN measurement results
BN measurements were collected from the unpolished surface
so that there was no effect from grinding induced residual stresses.
Normally, the grinding has inﬂuence on the sub-surface layer creating mechanical abrasion and thus meaningful changes to the
surface residual stresses at certain depth and therefore affecting
the Barkhausen noise RMS levels. Whereas the unpolished surface
without machining should provide mainly the information of what
is the effect of the microstructural details on the gained BN signal.
The comparison of the ground and unpolished surface BN results
can be found from our earlier study [26]. In the case of martensite,
it should be noted that the phase transformation procedure itself
with volumetric change will produce type-2 residual microstresses.
The hardness (HRC) value, RMS, peak position, and peak width
(FWHM) for the unpolished surfaces of the martensite region of
the sample and pearlite-ferrite region are presented in Table 2. The
BN features (RMS, peak position, FWHM) were captured from the
MicroScan software. Four different measurement locations around
the sample in both microstructural regions were averaged. Example RMS envelopes from two different measurement locations for
both microstructures (averaged over 33 bursts for each measurement, not over all data presented in Table 2) computed using the
envelope function of Matlab with the rms option and window size
of 0.2 ms are presented in Fig. 3. The envelopes show minor deviations depending on the measurement location, nevertheless the
typical characteristics of the microstructures are visible.
The general trend was that the RMS (Table 2) increased slightly
as a function of distance from the quenched end for as-quenched
measurement locations, i.e., from martensite to pearlite-ferrite.
However, the difference of martensite and pearlite-ferrite structure
is not as large as it could be if only the hardness values of the
two structures are considered (martensite having more than three
times higher hardness value compared to pearlite-ferrite).
A peak position (Table 2) of the RMS envelope is linked to the
magnetic ﬁeld strength that is required for domain walls to overcome the pinning obstacles [35]. Thus, the peak position is sensitive to the pinning strengths of the given type of barriers in
the structure. In our study, the peak position (Table 2 and Fig. 3)
for pearlite-ferrite indicated lower magnetic ﬁeld strengths for the
domain wall motion than for martensite. According to Davut and
Gür [36], the martensitic structure causes only small domain wall
displacements. For tempering effects, Blaow et al. [37] noticed
that over tempering martensite would decrease the peak position as the carbide structure changes and the hardness decreases.
Whereas, the peak position/stress dependence was not linear: both
the higher applied tensile and compressive stress increased the
peak position values [37]. Sahebalam et al. [11] also noticed the
decreasing trend of the peak position with respect to the increasing tempering temperature.
Interestingly, the peak width value (Table 2) of the martensitic
and pearlitic-ferritic structures was similar despite of the differences in their microstructure (Figs. 1 and 2). A BN voltage pulse
peak width gives the information on the magnetic hardness [11].
Inaguma et al. [38] proposed that a spacing between individual
pinning sites correlates to the peak width: a larger spacing of
the pinning sites will lead to the increased peak width. Stewart
et al. [39] referred the peak width to measure the range over
the BN is spread and relating it to the steepness of the hysteresis
loop. Whereas for tempering effects, Blaow et al. [37] noticed that
over-tempering martensite structure would lead to the decrease

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Micro- and domain structure
The micro- and domain structure of the martensite sample is
presented in Fig. 1. The FSD and SEM images and the BC map superimposed with IPF map (Fig. 1a–c) indicate a lath martensite microstructure; an average lath width being 0.2 μm determined by
TEM and EBSD. Based on the BC map superimposed with a local
misorientation map (Fig. 1d) and TEM (in-focus) images (Fig. 1e),
a typical high dislocation density exists in most of the martensite
laths. However, there are also blocks with a low local misorientation (Fig. 1d). Fresnel images (Fig. 1e) reveal that the domain walls
exit both parallel and perpendicular to the martensite laths. The
walls perpendicular to the laths, continue over the laths. A domain size varies signiﬁcantly, for example very small domains are
formed inside the ellipse in Fig. 1e. It seems that a lath size affects the domain size: thin laths and small domains, wider laths
(slightly lower dislocation density) and larger domains. Dislocations seem to bend the domain walls and the lath boundaries have
a lesser effect (Fig. 1e).
The microstructure and domain structure of the pearlite-ferrite
sample is presented in Fig. 2. The FSD and SEM images and the BC
map superimposed with IPF map (Fig. 2a–c) indicate ferrite grains
and pearlite colonies which are a two-phased, lamellar structure
composed of alternating layers of ferrite and cementite (Fe3 C). The
size of the ferrite grains is 5.7 ± 3.7 μm determined by ImageJ
software from the SEM images (100 grains). The width of ferrite
layers varies between ∼0.05 and 1 μm and that of cementite layers
between ∼0.01 and 0.5 μm determined from SEM and TEM images.
Thin cementite lamellae were not indexed by EBSD. The BC map
superimposed with a local misorientation map (Fig. 2d) and TEM
images (Fig. 2e) indicate almost dislocation-free ferrite grains and
slightly higher local misorientation in the pearlite grains. However,
the amount of the local misorientation is negligible compared to
the martensite sample (Fig. 1d). This is natural because martensite
has three times higher hardness compared to pearlite-ferrite. Fresnel images (Fig 2e) reveal that the domain walls exist both parallel
4
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Fig. 1. Microstructure and domain structure of martensite sample, (a) FSD image, (b) SEM image (etched with 4% Nital), (c) BC map superimposed with IPF map, (d) BC map
superimposed with local misorientation map and (e) two TEM images showing microstructure and Fresnel images showing domain walls.

Table 2
The hardness (HRC) values and BN features with standard deviations, i.e. RMS, peak position and peak
width (FWHM) of the martensitic and pearlitic-ferritic structures.

Martensite
Pearlite-ferrite

Hardness (HRC)

RMS [mV]

Peak position [a.u.]

Peak width (FWHM) [a.u.]

56
16

248 ± 4.2
268 ± 4.0

0 ± 0.8
−33 ± 2.2

42 ± 0.5
41 ± 2.2

5
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Fig. 2. Microstructure and domain structure of pearlite-ferrite sample, (a) FSD image, (b) SEM image (etched with 4% Nital), (c) BC map superimposed with IPF map, (d) BC
map superimposed with local misorientation map and (e) two TEM images with selected area electron diffraction pattern (indexed based on [33,34]) showing microstructure
and Fresnel images showing domain walls.
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domain wall movements during one magnetization loop are presented in Fig. 4. Recorded Fresnel (underfocus) images were constructed also to a video (Video 1). When the ﬁeld strength was
increased to ∼0.03–0.05 T, the ﬁrst domain wall movements were
observed: domain walls perpendicular and parallel to the martensite laths moved. According to Freeman and Choi [18], because of
anisotropy, the direction of magnetization favors certain crystallographic orientations. Beale et al. [3] noticed that domain walls
moved parallel to the martensite/bainite laths in the applied magnetic ﬁelds stretching between the laths. In our study, with the increasing ﬁeld strength, domain walls were observed to stop in the
area with thin laths, i.e., to the areas with a high dislocation density. A saturation point was challenging to determine due to these
very small and stable domains. However, with the ﬁeld strength
of ∼0.25–0.3 T, the saturation was almost achieved. Still, the ﬁeld
strength was increased up to ∼0.4 T as in the real BN measurement and the saturation was certainly achieved. When the ﬁeld
strength was decreased from ∼0.4 to ∼0.1-0.2 T, the ﬁrst domain
walls were observed at the same places as the last ones before the
saturation. With the ﬁeld strength of ∼0.02–0.06 T, more domain
walls appeared. Thus, it seemed that dislocations were strong pinning sites compared to for example lath boundaries in the same
block (low-angle boundary). According to Byeon and Kwun [15],
the dislocations have stress ﬁelds around them which pin the domain wall motion. In the martensite sample, the residual magnetization was observed; domain morphology changed from the magnetization loop to loop.

Fig. 3. Example RMS envelopes from two different measurement locations for
martensite and ferrite-pearlite (note that Table 2 shows average BN features averaged over a larger set of measurements). Each of the four envelopes shown is
averaged over 33 bursts.

of hardness and also decreased the peak width. Sahebalam et al.
[11] also noticed this same decreasing trend of the peak width
with respect to the increasing tempering temperature: quenched
martensite has the highest width (domain walls overcome the obstacles in wider range of magnetic ﬁeld) and further tempering of
the structure decreased the peak width. Annealed structure containing ferrite-pearlite was referred as magnetically soft with the
narrow peak width [11]. However, the observed surfaces of Sahebalam et al. [11] were machined so the effect of machining cannot be left out for the results. Blaow et al. [37] observed for stress
effects that higher applied tensile stress causes the peak width
value to increase and with increased applied compressive stress increases the peak width value also.
The pulse count was determined from the raw signals as averaged pulse count per burst, using a threshold as discussed above
separately for each measurement (averaged over 33 bursts in each
measurement, with the corresponding RMS envelopes shown in
Fig. 3). This resulted in pulse counts of 517 and 539 for the two
martensite measurements, and 530 and 589 for the two ferritepearlite measurements shown in Fig. 3, respectively (each mean
value rounded to the nearest integer). Based on the literature, the
pulse count can be related to how many separate pinning events
occur: more hindrances to domain wall motion will create higher
number of these individual BN events with smaller amplitude of
them [14]. In our study, the pulse counts varied slightly from sample to sample and measurement to measurement, but overall were
rather close for the two microstructures considered.

3.3.2. Pearlite-ferrite sample
As discussed later in the chapter 3.4, most of the BN emission
collected from the pearlite-ferrite sample originates from the ferrite phase and the contribution of pearlite is shadowed. The TEM
images (in-focus and Fresnel images) at the initial stage and a
few Fresnel (underfocus) images showing the domain wall movements during one magnetization loop in the pearlite-ferrite sample, concentrating on the ferritic structure, are presented in Fig. 5.
Recorded Fresnel (underfocus) images were constructed to a video
(Video 2). Behavior of ferrite during different magnetization loops
was similar to each other. The ﬁrst domain wall movements were
observed when the ﬁeld strength was increased to ∼0.01 T. The
walls moved easily inside the ferrite grain due to the small amount
of pinning sites. Ferrite/ferrite grain boundaries hindered the domain wall movement, however, domain walls moved also through
the grain boundaries. The saturation of ferrite was observed at the
ﬁeld strength of ∼0.1 T. Domain walls still existed at ferrite/pearlite
boundaries being very strong pinning sites. Domain walls mainly
stopped to these boundaries and in some cases, they moved back
to inside the ferrite grain. It is really challenging to prove if the
domain walls can move through the ferrite/pearlite boundaries or
not. The ﬁeld was increased up to ∼0.4 T and when it was decreased back to ∼0.1 T, the ﬁrst walls appeared. When the ﬁeld
strength was decreased to ∼0 T, a slight hysteresis was observed;
the domain morphology changed slightly compared to the initial
stage. Based on the literature [40], soft magnetic materials, can be
magnetized by low-strength magnetic ﬁelds and only a low residual magnetism exists. The soft magnetic materials are associated
also with the low values of magnetic anisotropy [41].
The TEM images (in-focus and Fresnel images) at the initial
stage and a few Fresnel (underfocus) images showing the domain
wall movements during one magnetization loop in the pearlitic
structure are presented in Fig. 6. Recorded Fresnel (underfocus) images were constructed also to a video (Video 3). In pearlite, domain
walls perpendicular to ferrite and cementite lamellae start to move
at ﬁrst with a ﬁeld strength of ∼0.02 T. They moved perpendicular
to the lamellae. It seemed that cementite hindered slightly more
the movement of the domain walls than ferrite lamellae because

3.3. BN measurement mimicking by in-situ TEM
3.3.1. Martensite sample
Our empirical ﬁndings of practical BN measurements have indicated that the outcome of separate, actual BN measurements from
martensite samples deviates and is not necessarily constant. During the in-situ TEM studies, we noticed that the behavior of the
martensite sample varied from the magnetization loop to loop. For
example, domain wall movements and saturation existed with different magnetic ﬁeld strength values. The TEM images (in-focus
and Fresnel images) at the initial stage, the BC map superimposed
with IPF map from the same area collected by TKD technique, and
a few Fresnel images (underfocus) from the same area showing the
7
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Fig. 4. Visualization of BN measurement by in-situ TEM with martensite sample, (a) BC map superimposed with IPF map (IPF color key in Fig. 1c) collected by TKD technique
from the area studied, (b) initial stage (in-focus and Fresnel images), and (c) a few Fresnel (underfocus) images from one magnetization loop; inside ellipses, there are changes
compared to the previous image.

the walls bent in the cementite lamellae. When the strength of
the ﬁeld was increased to ∼0.04 T, also the walls parallel to the
ferrite and cementite lamellae moved. Even if the ﬁeld strength
was increased up to ∼0.1 T, some domain walls parallel to the
lamellae still existed. The ﬁeld strength of ∼0.13 T seemed to
be a saturation point. In some areas, there existed small, stable domains between cementite lamellae similar to the small domains in the martensite sample. The ﬁeld strength was increased
up to ∼0.4 T as in the actual BN measurement. When the ﬁeld
strength was decreased from ∼0.4 to ∼0.1 T, the ﬁrst walls parallel to the lamellae were observed at the same places as the last
ones before the saturation. The ﬁeld strength was decreased to
∼0.05 T and the ﬁrst walls perpendicular to the ferrite and cementite lamellae appeared. When the ﬁeld strength was decreased
to ∼0 T, the residual magnetization existed; the domain morphology was slightly different compared to the initial stage. The behavior of pearlite was very similar in all magnetization loops. Saquet et al. [42], Lo et al. [43], and Hetherington et al. [44] found
that if the cementite lamellae were parallel to the domain wall,
they were stronger pinning sites than lamellae perpendicular to
the domain wall. Clapham et al. [4] stated that Fe3 C is ferromagnetic in nature but is nevertheless considered to behave as a nonmagnetic inclusion in the steel matrix acting as a strong obstacle for the domain walls. Neslusan et al. [13] assumed that in the
case of Fe3 C, the domain walls are very diﬃcult to unpin by the
magnetic ﬁeld generated with commercial BN sensors and therefore the BN outcome originates only from ferrite. However, we
observed that the domain walls pinned by Fe3 C unpinned with
the ﬁeld strength values below the values used in the actual BN
measurements.

3.4. Explaining BN outcome by combining BN measurement data and
electron microscopy studies
Here, we concentrated on the microstructural steel features affecting the BN outcome. Possible internal stresses especially in the
martensitic structure were not separated from the microstructure.
In addition, we did not study the effect of 90 and 180° domain
walls. Bozorth [45] noticed that 90° domain walls need more energy to move than 180° walls. It has to be noted that the measurement scale of the BN and TEM methods is totally different. In addition, the TEM sample is very thin (< 100 nm) and the BN sample
is bulk. However, by visualizing the domain wall movement, we
could explain the similarity of the BN outcome from the martensite and pearlite-ferrite samples.
Based on the BN peak positions, the domain wall motion exists with lower magnetic ﬁeld strengths in the ferrite-pearlite sample than martensite sample (Table 2). According to our in-situ
TEM studies, the martensitic structure needed the higher ﬁeld
strength (∼0.03–0.05 T) to move the domain walls than the ferritic
(∼0.01 T) and pearlitic (∼0.02–0.04 T) structure. In the martensite
sample, domain walls perpendicular and parallel to laths started
to move with the same ﬁeld strength value. In the pearlite sample,
the walls perpendicular to ferrite and cementite lamellae started
to move before the parallel ones (∼0.02 T vs. ∼0.04 T). The combination of microstructures in the ferrite-pearlite sample and their
different domain wall motion behavior causes different shape of
the RMS envelope compared to the martensite sample (Fig. 3). The
RMS envelope of the ferrite-pearlite sample starts earlier than that
of the martensite sample due to soft ferrite. Magnetically harder
pearlite may cause “tail” and the envelope of ferrite-pearlite ends
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Fig. 5. Visualization of BN measurement by in-situ TEM with ferritic structure, (a) initial stage (in-focus, and Fresnel images) and (b) a few Fresnel (underfocus) images from
one magnetization loop.

Fig. 6. Visualization of BN measurement by in-situ TEM with pearlitic structure, (a) initial stage (in-focus, and Fresnel images) and (b) a few Fresnel (underfocus) images
from one magnetization loop; inside ellipses, there are changes compared to the previous image.
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Fig. 7. Graph presenting BN reading depth in different microstructures based on the studies by Stupakov et al. [30,31]. (a) In the martensitic structure the depth is ∼50 μm
and (b) in the ferritic-pearlitic structure it is in ferrite (bright areas) ∼200 μm and in pearlite (dark areas) ∼50 μm.

almost at the same time with the envelope of hard martensite. The
“humped proﬁle” of the RMS envelope collected from the transitional ferrite-pearlite zone was also noticed by Stupakov et al.
[31] similarly to our studies (Fig. 3). However, the peak width values of ferrite-pearlite and martensite were similar (Table 2) but the
“tail” in the RMS envelope of the ferrite-pearlite sample is hardly
inﬂuencing it because the FWHM is calculated as full width at half
maximum.
The pulse count was quite close to each other for martensite
and ferrite-pearlite despite of their different microstructure. Based
on the literature, more pinning sites create higher pulse counts
[14]. The relation between pulse count and number of pinning
sites is however expected to be complicated due to several features
of BN, especially the fact that domain walls move in scale-free
avalanches where collective dynamics of a large number of domain
wall segments is important [46,47], implying that domain walls
might collectively overcome several pinning sites in a given BN
jump. According to Stupakov et al. [30,31], the BN reading depth
of ferrite is roughly four times more than that of martensite and
pearlite. Fig. 7 presents the difference in the BN information depth
between the martensite and ferrite-pearlite samples: in martensite
and pearlite it is ∼50 μm and in ferrite even ∼200 μm [30,31].
Martensite has high dislocation density thus lot of strong pinning sites. Pearlite has also strong pinning sites, cementite lamellae. However, their density is not as high as dislocation density
in martensite. Ferrite has strong pinning sites only at low incidence, but huge BN information volume compared to martensite
and pearlite. One might expect that the lower pinning site density in ferrite is compensated by its larger BN information volume,
and hence it seems reasonable that we observe quite similar pulse
counts for the martensite and ferrite-pearlite samples.
Based on our ﬁndings combining the BN outcome and the microstructural details, it is highly important that the users of the BN
method know the microstructure which they assume to be measuring with BN. The BN method is outstanding to point out for example the grinding induced effects on high hardness martensite
with tempering grinding burns but could lead to results that are
hard to interpret as pointed out in this study. Our achieved fundamental understanding on the detailed microstructural correlations
to the BN signal opens new possibilities to utilize the BN method
in novel industrial quality control applications.

the BN outcome signal from the martensite and pearlite-ferrite
samples was similar even if martensite has much higher hardness compared to ferrite-pearlite. To clarify the connection between microstructural features and BN, the movement of domain
walls was visualized, and the BN measurement was mimicked by
in-situ TEM. We achieved the fundamental understanding on how
the microstructural features are manifested in the properties of the
BN outcome signal. By combining our BN measurement data and
electron microscopy studies, it can be concluded that:

4. Conclusions
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However, the interpretation of the BN results is usually challenging because of the complexity of the outcome signals. In our study,
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• The domain wall motion exists with lower magnetic ﬁeld
strengths in the ferrite-pearlite sample than in the martensite
sample. In martensite, domain walls perpendicular and parallel to laths started to move with the same ﬁeld strength
value. In pearlite, the walls perpendicular to lamellae started
to move before the parallel ones. In ferrite, the walls moved
easily inside the ferrite grains and managed also through the
ferrite/ferrite grain boundaries, but ferrite/pearlite boundaries
were very strong pinning sites.
• Magnetically harder pearlite causes “the tail” in the RMS envelope of ferrite-pearlite and the envelope ends almost at the
same time with that of hard martensite. Nevertheless, we
found similar peak width (FWHM) values for ferrite-pearlite
and martensite.
• Pinning site density in ferrite-pearlite (Fe3 C lamellae) is not as
high as in martensite (dislocations). Ferrite has strong pinning
sites only at low incidence, but as known, huge BN information
volume compared to martensite and pearlite. These resulted in
the similar pulse count from martensite and ferrite-pearlite.
• Our study indicates that it is very important that BN utilizers know the microstructure that they are measuring with BNbased methods. Only separating BN feature in martensite and
ferrite-pearlite was the peak position value.
In our further work, we will study the effect of external, applied
stresses on the domain wall motion. In addition, we will take into
account the effect of the 90 and 180° domain walls as well as various interlamellar spacing in the pearlitic structure. Also, the thickness of the domain walls, their energy, and free path in different
microstructures have to be considered. Our aim is also to modify a
TEM specimen holder with a Hall sensor to measure more precise
magnetic ﬁeld strength values in the in-situ TEM studies.
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